World of Water

‘With WISA installed you will
enjoy your bathroom trouble-free
for years.’

Information and inspiration
Wir are very proud to show you our sanitary program. Conveniently arranged
and with all the necessary information. You will notice our focus on design and
style. We present several stylish examples of bathrooms, but you will also find a
clear description of our products. That way, you will have a wealth of information
and an inspiration at your disposal.

Using WISA XS you are assured of true craftsmanship. The installation of a built-in cistern has never

Dutch craftsmanship since 1865
WISA was founded over 140 years ago as a metal processing company in
Arnhem, The Netherlands. In 1903 the first cast iron toilet cistern was produced.
A lot has changed since then. What was typically regarded as the smallest room
in the house is now one of the most important ones. Today, the bathroom, toilet
and cloakroom provide all the convenience you deserve, and are adapted to the
latest in trends, developments, design and water saving technologies.

been this easy and once installed it needs no loo-

WISA World of Water
Our World has evolved through the portal of water and the sanitary that preserves and conveys it. We use the power of it to shape the water to your wishes.
Our industrial designers work in close cooperation with big names in the contemporary world of design. The newest design of Dutch designer Jan des
Bouvrie is a fine example of that cooperation.

With WISA installed you will enjoy your bathroom

Source of inspiration, advise and technological knowledge
WISA is the source professionals use to retrieve inspiration, advise and technological knowledge. WISA has all the possibilities to support and advise you. For
those who work with our products, we are always available. By means of our
helpdesk, which is available during office hours and our website, which of course can be reached at all times. At www.wisa-sanitair.com you can find comprehensive information about our products, including technical specifications, drawings and pictures. That way you can find advice and technical support on any
given moment. WISA supports the professional trade with a demonstration- and
training truck. Furthermore, swift delivery and availability of spare parts are part
of our standard service.

Frank Ariaans

own high standards, which often exceed well-known
standards. So it is for a good reason we offer a 10
year guarantee and a 25 year supply of spare parts.
trouble-free for years. That is what makes WISA the
professional’s choice.

Sales Manager Export WISA
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Mark Grosfeld
General Manager WISA

king after. We test our products according to our
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Cover: Control panel Delos, wall hung toilet Sydney and softclose toilet seat Venus.
This brochure has been compiled with utmost care, however WISA does reserve the
right to change the product design and/or colours as depicted in this brochure.
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Vanity Basin

Semi recessed basin

Washbasin and
pedestal

Wall hung toilet
pan “Sydney”

Control panel
“Maro” flush
interruption

Toilet seat
“Venus” with
softclose
mechanism

‘Modern design and natural
materials in a special
combination.’

‘Water like it is meant to be, in
a refreshing combination with
white and blue.’

Just like the rest of your home, the bathroom is a
reflection of who you are. It is a place in which
you feel at home and which suits your fashionability. For example, combine the modern ceramics
from Dutch designer Jan des Bouvrie with the
warmth of wood and natural shades. Jan des
Bouvrie designed a series of ceramics for WISA,
including a wall hung pan, bidet and several
washbasins.

Water is key in the bathroom. We use the
strength of water to design our products and
offer the convenience of a high technical standard. Flushing without problems and years of
enjoyment of your bathroom. The blue color of
water can be well used for designing your bathroom. A refreshing combination for a good start
of your day and the serenity of blue in preceding
a good night’s rest.
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XS PURE
Control panel
“Argos” dual
flush

Control panel
“Argos” flush
interruption

‘Today’s design with
tomorrow’s technology.’

‘Gracefully, modern or sturdy. A real statement can only
be made with explicit and unexpected materials.’

Just as in fashion, modern bathrooms should
offer the latest in development and trends. But
above all you want to experience the confidence
of reliable technology behind the wall. WISA
sanitary systems will offer you many years of
convenience, easy maintenance and luxury.
So all your attention can be put into designing
your bathroom.

On your house you want to leave your mark. Show who you are, without concessions and crystal clear. That also
applies to your bathroom. To create a spectacular effect you choose spectacular materials, like teak, bronze and
stainless steel from the series XS PURE. Mix teak with lovely shades of dark brown. Create glamour in your bathroom
by using bronze in combination with black and white. Or create a modern and sturdy bathroom with stainless steel
accents. There is a whole world of possibilities, to show who you really are.
Irene Gerritsen
Consultant WISA
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WISA XS built-in and
pre-wall installations

WISA XS
‘WISA XS, from professionals,
to professionals.’

With all WISA XS elements you can easily install your sanitary ware. Besides
built-in solutions for wall hung toilets, WISA offers a wide range of frames for

Built-in systems just have to be perfect, a technological tour de force. The installation should
be unequivocal and simple, and on top of that,
once placed, you don’t want to look after it anymore. And only a true professional can tell you
what this ideal product should look like. That is
why we developed WISA XS in close cooperation
with installers. We found the perfect combination
of their practical knowledge, and our many years
of experience in flushing technology. XS is really
a product from professionals, to professionals!

the installation of all other sanitary ware.
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Robert Bente
Senior Designer WISA
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140 - 200

380

Installation of your built-in frame has never been easier
then by using this pre-assembled element. It is only 38
cm wide and adjustable in height and depth. Suitable
for both dual flush and flush interruption, the system
can be finished with one of the control panels in the
WISA XS range. The element is also available with 1/2’’
or Euro cone internal water connection.

1180 - 1380

Quick installation with
pre-assembled wall and
floor fixations.

Easy change of the flush
volume, without removing
the flush valve.

WISA Excellent XS WC frame.

Special stepless corner
fixation set for fixation
anywhere from 30-90°.

WISA XS control panels.
After installing the WC element, and finishing the wall, the only visible part of your built-in frame will be the control panel. That is why
we really focussed on its design. Each WISA XS control panel has
its own contemporary design. Off course all panels are available in
different colours and materials.

Displacement of the connection rubber inside the
flush pipe is history, because of its tight and smart fit.

The easy to use masonry
aid will protect the cistern
from building debris.

Easily change the position
of the water supply from
left, right or back with one
simple action.

WISA Excellent XS WC
frame corner.
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By using the extra small XS WC element you can install
the frame into a corner with a minimum depth of only
310 mm. The element will always fit because of the
wall fixation that can vary anywhere between an angle
from 30-90°.

min

min170 mm

1180 -1380

140 mm

min 620 mm

0 - 90∞

All systems are equipped
with an extra long discharge elbow and a straight
pipe.

Flexibility in flush volume:
3/6 litre dual flush or 6/7,5
litre flush interruption.

Feet are adjustable in
height and when reversed
90°, they allow installation
in a metal stud structure

0 - 90∞
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WISA Excellent XS WC frame
selfsupporting.
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345-545

1180 - 1380

This very rigid element allows installation of a wall hung
toilet everywhere where there is no solid wall available.
Tightly secured to the floor the frame can carry a
weight up to 400 kg.

160 - 200

380

WISA Excellent XS
urinal frame.

In situations where an individual adjustment of the
height of a wall hung toilet is desired, this element is
your solution. The XS Vario can be adjusted to anybody’s individual wishes, even after finishing the wall.
The special flexible discharge elbow is included.

This element can be fitted with either an electronic
pressure valve, or a non-touch siphon controlled flush
valve. The non-touch siphon principle makes this
system very hygienic and extremely water efficient.

380

1300 - 1440

WISA Excellent XS
WC frame Vario.

135-200

380

135 - 200

Max 285

135 - 200

WISA Excellent XS
support frame.

WISA Excellent XS wash
basin frame.

This support element allows a robust fixation of support bars or urinal separation panels to the wall.

Max 280

1180 - 1380

1180-1440

1180 - 1380
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This element promises a quick and sturdy installation
of a wash basin. And because of the adjustable profiles the frame is suitable for nearly all types of basins.
The element is fitted with a fixation plate for wall
mounted tap ware and a trap elbow.

140

400

This finely designed urinal separation panel provides
personal privacy. The panel is constructed with a
metal interior and is fixed to the wall with a robust
hidden fixation. The synthetic surface is smooth and
therefore easy to clean.

WISA Mont XS is a perfect solution for a built-in situation, where no frame is required. Suitable for both dual
flush and flush interruption, the system can be finished with one of the control panels in the
WISA XS range.
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WISA Mont XS WC cistern.
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Urinal separation panel.
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